
PERSUASIVE SPEECH ON ANIMAL ABUSE

Check out our essay example on Animal cruelty speech to start writing!.

Good morning afternoon teachers, judges, and fellow students. Because animal cruelty is a highly emotional
topic, engage your audience by passionately explaining why the topic is important to you. What that means is
that if a child is abused, they are more likely to be an abuser of animals. Also make sure in advance that many
people will come to protest, and that they are serious minded. Sadly, teenagers abuse animals for fun, even
though there certainly is nothing funny about what they have done. Researchers say that violence against
animals often represents displaced hostility and aggression stemming from neglect or abuse by some other
family member. For example, in California, Ohio, New York and Colorado, abandoning or purposefully
injuring, neglecting and poisoning animals are prosecutable offenses. Next time you visit a zoo, consider it
from the perspective of the animal, and avoid contributing to their sad commercial abuse. Dissertation paper
outline. Should animal cruelty be stopped? So animals need protection from such irresponsible owners.
Elephants are magnificent creatures and should not be locked up in cages. While The Hobbit was being made
the animals were kept on a farm full of death traps. Animals need to know that they are loved because all
living things need the proper care, so they are not abused or neglected for no resin. Our world is full of cruelty
and violence, but while people are able to protect themselves, to ask for a help, and they know their rights,
animals do not have such possibilities. Animal Abuse Presentation Slideshow Incorporate a presentation
slideshow into your speech, and display a list of animal protection laws in your state. Hook: Animals were
never meant to be in cages. Include information about animal protection laws to educate your audience on
what legally constitutes animal abuse. Some individuals hurt our little friends blaming them in their own
failures or just being in bad mood. Steps 1. Treating animals each of us should orient towards not only animal
law, but also our own moral norms. Be against animal testing.


